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Hoverboards banned
in residence halls

BANNED
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Candidates hit
SC with primary
approaching
Patrick Ingraham
@PATTYMILLS11

Emily Mewborne
@THEGAMECOCK

To ensure the safety of USC
st udent s , a u n iver sit y-w ide
email was sent out last week
stating that “[hoverboards] are
proh ibited i n a l l Un iversit y
of Sout h Carolina Residence
Halls.” This mandator y new
rule became effective Jan. 1.
According to WSPA News,
USC spokesman Jeff Stensland
say s t hat t he ba n rest ates a
current ban on all motorized
veh ic le s i n re sidence h a l l s.
After seeing many of the videos
show ing various hoverboard
acc ident s , t he dec ision wa s
reportedly made strictly for the
safety of all students.
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banning the hoverboards from
campus entirely. This would be
to prevent collisions and serious
injuries for bot h hoverboard
users and other students.
T he Un i ver s it y of S out h
Carolina is not the only campus
to ban hoverboards, however.
A c c o r d i n g t o U S A To d a y,
more than 30 college campuses
across the nation have banned
hoverboards. Other hoverboardfree college campuses include
American University, University
of Connecticut, Georgia State
University and Ohio State.
SEEHOVERBOARDPAGEA2

Kyle Carpenter
charged in
hit-and-run
Emily Barber
@THEGAMECOCK

According to W LT X, USC
st udent a nd Meda l of Honor
recipient Kyle Carpenter has been
charged in connection with a hitand-run that took place on Dec. 8,
2015.
T h e i n c id e nt o c c u r r e d at
t he i ntersect ion of A ssembly
and Blossom Streets. Police said
Carpenter pulled over and turned
on his hazard lights after hitting the
victim, but did not get out of his car.
After the victim got up and walked
to the side of the road, Carpenter
drove away.

The police were called from
Strom Thurmond Fitness Center.
A lt hough t he v ict im received
medical treatment from emergency
respondents for abrasions and a
m i nor leg i nju r y, he ref u sed
transportation to the hospital.
Police said that Carpenter has
been fully cooperative with the
investigation. Evidence including
sec u r it y foot age a nd w it ness
statements led the police to identify
Carpenter for arrest. He has been
released on bail.
Car penter was awarded t he
Medal of Honor for events that
occurred on Nov. 21, 2010, while he
was deployed to Afghanistan.

With
th the South Carolina Republican
p r i m a r y f a s t- a p p r o a c h i n g, t h e
remaining candidates are mak ing
one last push to make their case with
potential voters.
O n S a t u r d a y, s i x c a n d i d a t e s ,
former Florida Gov. Jeb Bush, retired
neurosurgeon Ben Carson, New Jersey
Gov. Chris Christie, former Arkansas
Gov. Mike Huckabee, Ohio Gov. John
Kasich and Florida Sen. Marco Rubio
participated in a forum on expanding
o p p o r t u n it y h o s t e d b y t h e Ja c k
Kemp Foundat ion at t he Columbia
Met ropol it a n Convent ion Center.
With South Carolina Sen. Tim Scott
and House Speaker Paul Ryan serving
as moderators, the six candidates were
able to discuss poverty and economic
policy, particularly how those issues are
affecting Americans and how they plan
to approach some of those issues.
Several of the candidates, including
Dr. Carson speak ing from his own
experience, highlighted an increased
focus on education to combat poverty.

Courtesy of MCT Campus

“The person that has the most do
with what happens to you in life is you.”
Carson said. “It’s not somebody else;
it’s not the environment. And once I
understood that, poverty didn’t bother
me anymore because I knew I had the
ability to change it myself. Now that
doesn’t mean that we don’t need to help
each other escape from it, no question
about that, and that’s one reason why
my wife and I have put these reading
rooms all over the country.”
Even former candidate and South
Carolina Sen. Lindsey Graham made
an appearance at the forum, making
light of the recent suspension of his
campaign and how he was one of the few
candidates that never got to participate
in the large primetime debates.
“I fi nally made it on the big stage!”
Graham said. “The bad news for you is

?
SEEPRIMARYPAGEA3

The Golden
Globes
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Sean Penn met with ‘El Chapo’ months
before the drug lord’s arrest
According to CNN and Rolling Stone, months after Joaquin “El Chapo” Guzman
escaped from Mexican prison he met with actor and activist Sean Penn in an
undisclosed location. In a Rolling Stone article published Saturday, Penn wrote of his
meeting and interview with Guzman, who was taken into custody Friday following
a shootout with authorities. Mexican authorities intend to question both Penn and
actress Kate del Castillo, a Mexican actress who brokered the meeting between the
Hollywood actor and the drug lord.
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The State reported that Tripp Swinney, the 47-year-old brother of Clemson head
football coach Dabo Swinney, was arrested Tuesday in Bay County, Florida, following
claims from his estranged wife that he continually harassed and cyberstalked her. In
October, Tripp Swinney’s wife told him to cease all communication with her and
filed for an order of protection. “Unfortunately, he’s had a long history of not doing
the right things,” the Tigers’ head coach said of his brother’s arrest. Panama City
News-Herald describes Swinney’s charges as “aggravated stalking.”

Powerball jackpot is largest in history
of the world
According to ABC News, the Powerball Lottery jackpot has grown to an estimated
$1.3 billion. This amount is the largest jackpot in the history of the planet, according
to Texas Lottery Executive Director Gary Grief. After the prize swelled to over $900
million on Saturday, no ticket holders were able to match all six numbers. The prize
is so large now that many lottery billboards across the U.S. are unable to advertise
the full prize as they are not built to show numbers in the billions. The odds to win
the mega-prize are one in 292.2 million. The prize has grown from starting at $40
million Nov. 4.

CORRECTIONS
If you find an error in today’s edition of The Daily Gamecock, let us know about it. Email editor@
dailygamecock.com and we will print the correction in our next issue.
HOVERBOARDPAGEA1

Letter from
the Editor

Cody Scoggins/ THE DAILY GAMECOCK

I

’m s it t i n g at
t he E d itor-i nChief’s desk. It’s
still weird to call
it mine. This is
honestly the first
writing piece I’ve done for
The Daily Gamecock and
this is my sixth semester
here. I’ve always been
with photo. I’ve touched
design and writing but
never had a specific piece
to call my own. I planned
so much for this first night
of production, but so far
life has thrown my plans
to the curb. Running a
daily newspaper will never
be the exact defi nition of
smoot h. I should have
known.
But this goes to show
that one can never fully
plan out everything and
expect it to go as planned
to the dot. Life happens
and we must be flexible.
So welcome back. To

Columbia, to USC , to
spring 2016. We’ve all
m ade ou r New Yea r ’s
resolut ions. We’ve a l l
m ad e t ho s e p r o m i s e s
to ourselves about how
this year it’s going to be
different and hopefully
for the better. For some,
this semester is going to
be rough. Hang in there.
For some, this semester is
seemingly easy. Challenge
yourself. And if you don’t,
life will.
At The Daily
Gamecock, changes are
u nder w ay t o k e ep up
wit h t he world around
u s. We c a n’t prom i se
a smooth semester. We
can’t promise it will be
easy. We will keep doing
it daily. We will keep you
informed to the best of
our knowledge. We will
cont i nue to cha l lenge
ourselves to bring our
best to the table.

Courtesy of MCT Campus

“We wanted to get information
out specifically on hoverboards since
they’ve been a popular holiday gift
item this year,” Stensland said to
The State. “The best adv ice for
returning students living on campus
is to leave them at home.”
D u r i n g t h e 2 015 C h r i s t m a s
season, hoverboards made headlines
across the country as both a popular
gift item and a dangerous device.
During the past few months, viral

videos of hoverboard-related injuries
have spread around social media like
wildfi re.
In fact, USA Today reports that
the U.S. Consumer Product Safety
Commission (CPSC) announced
i n Decemb er t he i nve st ig at ion
of 28 fires in 19 states caused by
hoverboards, and that there have
been at least “70 ER-related injuries”
from the boards.
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I’ve got four hours of unused time.”
The for u m’s v ibes were not all
feel-good however, as CNN captured
footage of protestors heckling Rubio
about his immigration views. The
protestors insinuated t hat Rubio,
whose plat for m incor porates
h is heritage as t he son of Cuba n
immigrants that made the American
dream possible for him, does not
represent the Hispanic community.
The CN N footage shows small
groups of protestors standing and
c h a nt i n g : “ Un d o c u m e nt e d a n d
unafraid.” Other protestors held signs
saying, “Rubio wants to deport me!”
Security removed the protestors and
after, Rubio reaffi rmed his views on
immigration.
“ We’r e g o i n g t o e n f o r c e o u r
immigration laws, guys,” Rubio said.
The elephant in the room for many
was t he absence of f ront-r u n ner
Donald Trump, who held a rally at
the Winthrop University Coliseum
in Rock Hill, South Carolina, Friday
n i g ht . A c c o r d i n g t o R e a l C le a r
Pol it ic s, Tr u mp is pol l i ng at 34
percent nationally, 13.3 percentage
points ahead of second-place Texas
Sen. Ted Cruz. In the state of South
Carolina, RealClear records Trump
polling at 33 percent, with Cruz at 22
percent and Rubio in third place at 12
percent.
After visits to the Upstate and the
Midlands, many of the candidates
will head toward t he coast in t he
coming days, in preparation for the
Fox Business Net work Debate in
North Charleston, South Carolina,
on Thursday.
According to P2016, Republican
candidates (excluding Graham) have
visited the state a total of 204 times
since 2013, encompassing a combined
total of 271 days.
The South Carolina Republican
primary will take place on Saturday,
Feb. 20, following the Iowa Caucus
on Feb. 1 and the New Hampshire
primary on Feb. 9.

Courtesy of MCT Campus
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:HOFRPH+RPH*DPHFRFNV
Please join us for an exciting new semester
at the USC Alumni Center
MyCarolina.org/Students for details
@MyCarolinaSTDNT

Ring Ceremony
April 17

@MyCarolinaStudent
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FRI, JAN 15 • 10am - 9pm

COLLEGE DAY
BUY ONE GET ONE

FREE
*

*

Tickets are $8 for the ﬁrst student,
and the second student ticket is FREE**

VALID FRIDAY ONLY

**
Two valid college IDs required.

• Hundreds of New Models

Cars • Trucks • SUVs • Crossovers • Alternative Fuel Vehicles

FREE

• duPont REGISTRY Live!
TM

Featuring luxury and exotic cars

• Alternative Fuel Technology
Including Hybrids, Clean Diesels, Plug-In Electrics & More

Presented
By

SOUTH CAROLINA
AUTOMOBILE DEALERS
ASSOCIATION

AUTO

SHOW

FREE 1-Year
Subscription
with Admission

Entertainment subject to change without prior notice. Vehicles
shown may not represent actual vehicles on display at the show.

Produced
By

JAN 15-17
SouthCarolinaAutoShow.com

TD Convention Center

#SCAutoShow
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host your next event in

the
golden
spur
gameroom
ping pong
billiards
foosball
video games
board games

please call:
(803) 777-8182
open 11am – 10pm
located in RH basement
THE
GAMEROOM

@goldenspur_rhuu
sa.sc.edu/rhuu/goldenspur

Student Health Services
University of South Carolina

Medical Services:

HS

General/primary care*
Women’s care*
Lab testing*
X-rays*
Immunizations
Travel consultations
Sports medicine & physical therapy
Pharmacy* (Transfer reﬁlls here)
Administration of allergy shots

Prevention & Advocacy Services:
Campus Wellness prevention and wellness
programming. Includes nutrition appointments,
stress management programs, exercise
consultations, tobacco treatment programs,
sexual health consultations & more.

Counseling*
Psychiatry

Sexual Assault and Violence Intervention &
Prevention (SAVIP) advocacy and prevention
services. Victim advocacy, prevention programs
and more. If you experience sexual assault,
relationship violence or harassment and need
support services, call USC police at 803-777-4215
and let them know you need to reach a SAVIP
advocate. Advocates are on call 24/7.

Hours
8 a.m. - 5 p.m. M-F;
2-8 p.m. Sundays*, fall/spring;
8:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m. M-F, breaks/summer
Learn more about our services &
programs at sa.sc.edu/shs

Healthy Carolina initiatives, programs and
policy changes. Promotes health and wellness
for a healthy campus environment through the
collaborative development, promotion and
assessment of policies, programs, services,
health communications and initiatives.

Mental Health Services:

Supporting the vision of a
Healthy Carolina community

Like us on Facebook: facebook.com/UofSCshs
Follow us on Twitter: @UofSCshs
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Student Government

Scholarships
Freshman Council
Marie-Louise Ramsdale
Scholarship

awarded to a freshman who has beneﬁted the
Student Body through a leadership position at
USC.

Student Body President’s
Scholarship

awarded to a student who has beneﬁted
the Student Body through a leadership
position at USC.

Brian Comer Student
Government Scholarship

awarded to a senior planning to attend
graduate/professional school at USC who has
made a signiﬁcant contribution to the Student
Body while at USC.

Applications Due
Friday, February 12 at 4 pm

For more information and online applications, please visit
sa.sc.edu/sg/student-government-scholarships
University of South Carolina
Student Government

@UofSCSG

@UofSCStudentGovernment
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Clinton, Democrats very weak Leave Ivanka
Trump alone
Griﬃn Hobson
Second-year marine
science and economics
student

Last semester, the Republican
primary race took a turn for the
strange and hateful. Then it took
another turn. And another. And
another. And another…
With Donald Trump, Ted Cruz
and Ben Carson’s dominance in
the Republican field, the media
narrative of the primaries has
come to stress a Republican field
in disarray set against a powerful
Democratic candidate. Crowdsourced data largely agrees: The
betting markets have the odds of a
Democratic victory at 63 percent
a nd C N N ’s (non-g a mbl i n g)
prediction market sets it at 60
percent as of press time.
What they’re ignoring is that,
if not for the chaos on the other
side, the Democratic field would
look historically weak.
L e t ’s s t a r t w it h t he no nClintons. Senator Bernie Sanders
was literally born before Pearl
Harbor. He will be 75 on Election
Day and 79 by the time he finished
his first term. If he somehow ran
for and won re-election, he would
be 83 by the time he left office.
Incidentally, the life expectancy
for males born today is 79. I like
the man. It’s hard to argue that
he doesn’t mean what he says and
he’s serious about changing how
things work in A merica. But I
think he’s just too old to convince
a majority of Americans he can
handle the most taxing job in the
nation.
This all ignores, of course, that
he has yet to clearly establish why
the electoral forces that led to
George McGovern’s resounding
defeat don’t apply to him.
Martin O’Malley was mayor
of t he wonder f u l paradise of
unit y we now call Balt imore.
While mayor, he built a police
state that arrested thousands of
people for minor offenses. His
administration also helped inspire
a nice little show called The Wire.
Even with all of that said, I’m
not sure Hillary Clinton is really
a better choice. The party and
the country have just changed
too much in the last two decades.

In 1992, the rationale for Bill
C l i nt o n w a s t h at t he p a r t y
needed to steer back to the center.
T he D e mo c r at s h ad n’t won
consecutive presidential elections
since the early 1960s, and had
only won one race in the 24 years
before that election. The Reagan
Revolution had pulled moderate
whites into the Republican fold,
and the Civil Rights Act started
the Southern exodus to the party
of Lincoln.
Bill Clinton wanted to remake
the fairly radical Democrats into
a center-right party. He ran with
t wo Southerners on the ticket
a nd pr ior it ized t he economy
over social issues. He wanted
abortion to be rare, signed a law
that forbade same-sex couples
from receiving federal marriage
benef its and inst it uted Don’t
Ask Don’t Tell. Beyond that he
ramped up the War on Crime
that helped lead to today’s mass
incarceration problem, shrunk
the safety net and balanced the
budget while expanding free trade
with Canada and Mexico.
T h e g a m b it w o r k e d . T h e
Democratic Party won two terms
in office and only narrowly lost
out on a third. Bill Clinton won
states like Montana and Georgia
that it would be nearly impossible
to imagine a Democrat taking
today.
But that was the ‘90s. Things
have changed. The Tea Part y
has lured rural whites back to
the Republicans and the oncepowerful Blue Dog caucus has
disappeared. In exchange, the
Democrats won two presidential
r ac e s w it h t he help of h igh
turnout from people of color and
college students: the so-called
Obama coalition. Now the party’s
winning strateg y is less about
being acceptable to moderates
and conservatives and more about
mobilizing and inspiring lowturnout groups.
Hillary Clinton seems to be
aware of this. She’s changed her
stance or announced a position
on Don’t A sk Don’t Tell, t he
Defense of Marriage Act, the
Key stone pipel i ne, sa me-sex
marriage, transgender rights,
mass incarceration, the Iraq War,
Wall Street regulation, marijuana
and the Trans-Pacific Partnership

while preparing to run for the
presidency.
Even then, she hasn’t exactly
excited the coalition the party
needs. Most Democrats might
prefer her in the polls, but few
are terribly enthusiastic about her
candidacy. Skepticism remains
about how serious she is about her
stances. Bill Clinton instituted
many of the programs Hillary
now opposes, and at the time she
seemed to like them.
T he r e a r e a l s o a f a i r f e w
areas where she isn’t liberal at
a l l. De spite b ei ng reluc t a nt
at best to hand over her ow n
communications, she is one of the
NSA’s biggest cheerleaders. She
still opposes reinstituting some
of the regulations the last Clinton
administration tore down.
Then there are the scandals.
Ev e n i f t he e m a i l s a g a a nd
Benghazi amount to nothing in
the end, there are still reasons
that liberals should be wary of
her. The Clinton Foundat ion
took millions from corporations
and foreign governments dealing
with the State Department while
Hillary Clinton was secretary of
state. She’s gotten rich speaking
to t he i nvest ment f i r ms a nd
corporations she now claims to
hate. Last week an independent
inspector claimed that Clinton’s
St ate Depa r t ment ha nd led
Freedom of I nfor mat ion Act
requests improperly.
Those matter. They matter
becau se t he poi nt of “big
government liberalism” is that the
federal government can handle
some matters better than the free
market or the states. In order for
that to work, people have to trust
the government and it has to work
smoothly. Clinton’s ability to turn
anything she touches into scandal
has led to a majority of Americans
not f i ndi ng her t r ust wor t hy.
Why should a nation that already
distrusts the government hand
more power to her, a politician
they really don’t trust?
Simply put, Hillary Clinton
is a terrible spokesperson for
liberalism and probably can’t
motivate the Obama coalition
to turn out because of it. And if
their coalition stays at home, the
Democrats could get Trumped.

LETTER TO THE EDITOR REQUIREMENTS
Letters to the editor must not exceed 300 words.
Students must include their full name, major and
year. Faculty and staff must include their full name,
position and department. Community members
must include their full name and applicable job title.
Verifiable statements of fact must include at least one
source; if we cannot verify a statement of fact, your
letter will not be published until the writer implements
necessary changes or provides reputable sources
for any facts in question. Letters are edited for clarity,
style and grammar.

Email submissions to opinion@dailygamecock.com
or mail them to
The Daily Gamecock
1400 Greene Street
Columbia, SC 29225

Linden Atelsek
Second-year psychology student

Recently, Donald Trump has found himself
at the center of another debate about political
correctness. But this time, surprisingly, he is the
victim, rather than the perpetrator.
Trevor Noa h, Jon Stewar t’s successor to
the throne of “The Daily Show,” has started a
satirical campaign with Trump as its target —
last Thursday, his show debuted the hashtag
#Dona ldTr u mpWa nt sToBa ngH isDaughter,
the follow-up to two comedy bits he did before
Christmas centered around accusing Trump of,
obviously, wanting to bang his daughter, Ivanka
Trump. It has started some discussion about
whether or not it’s appropriate for a comedian
to make an accusation like that, no matter how
unserious.
Now, to be fair to Noah, Trump has actually
made some truly disturbing comments about
Ivanka Trump, and many of them have been
feat u red on t he “Da ily Show ” to f ield t he
accusation. Additionally, he has a very real and
very funny satirical point to make about Trump’s
own propensity for making baseless, insulting
claims about others and then refusing to back off
of them when confronted with actual evidence.
Still, some commenters think that accusations
of incest are too far to go to make such a point.
And, quite frankly, I’m surprised that Trump has
yet to sue Noah for the joke, given how he reacted
to Bill Maher’s allegations that his father could be
an orangutan.
My take is this: I do not care what is said about
Trump. I cannot think of a comedic accusation
heinous enough that I would feel sorry for him,
given how little he appears to care about the
feelings and reputations of other people when he’s
making his own — presumably serious, but it’s
hard to tell — public statements. There was, of
course, the memorable birther debate he started
during the 2008 presidential race, followed by
his assertion that Megyn Kelly was on her period
during the first Republican debate. And, of course,
it wouldn’t do to forget the broad generalizations
he’s leveled against black people and Hispanics.
So I do not think that Noah has gone too far
in accusing Trump of something infl ammatory,
even of something as disgusting as incest. Trump
has made himself a public figure, made comments
that leave him open to attack and furthermore, if
there’s any karmic balance to the race, has proved
himself deserving of below-the-belt hits by hitting
others below the belt.
However, I do think that this particular claim
should have been out of bounds. Not, as I’ve said,
because it’s insulting to Trump, but because it
drags his daughter through the mud as well, which
Noah acknowledged.
Still, admitting that it’s unfair isn’t enough.
Ivanka Trump can’t be blamed for her father’s
unsettling comments or mean streak. Therefore,
it’s entirely inappropriate to make her collateral
damage when fi ring at “the Donald.” Even if she
hasn’t been accused of anything, she is reinvolved
in the fight every time Noah says “Don’t forget:
Donald Trump wants to bang his daughter”
simply due to the nature of the comment. I can
only imagine it’s mortifying for her, at best.
Even when taking aim at someone like Trump,
comedians should take some care as to who is
caught in the crossfi re.
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In and out
Keep
Uber
That night you lost your friends after you drank
too much in Five points? Uber was there. The
time the list of Uber-haters is growing — from
bitter cab drivers to the company’s own begrudged
“independent contractors” — college students have
little complaints. Broke, technology-driven and lazy,
Uber is still the choice mode of transportation in
2016.

Undefeated basketball teams
The South Carolina basketball teams are off
to a combined 30-0 start, setting an SEC record.
The Gamecocks are the only program in the
country with both teams remaining undefeated,
and the men’s team has one of college basketball’s
two unblemished records. Coaches Frank Martin
and Dawn Staley are thrilled by the buzz around
the programs, as the undefeated start has created
a phenomenal atmosphere in Colonial Life Arena.

Clean water

Got to go
Hoverboards
Hoverboards are the path to the dark side.
Hoverboards lead to fire. Fire leads to burns. Burns
lead to suffering.

Clemson
Clemson’s football team is number one in the
country and are one game away from being national
champions. That sentence just made me cringe.
So in 2016, I say out with Clemson in general but
especially their undefeated football team. Oh and
Dabo can go too.

The Kardashians

We take clean water for granted so when parts of
South Carolina were under a boil advisor, it was nerveracking. Even after boiling, the paranoia is still there.
We don’t want any weird diseases, do you?

We’ve heard enough of them. They seem to be
rotating the spotlight and it never seems to end. The
drama will end, only to start again with suspiciously
good timing to keep them in the lime light. It’s
becoming a business. We’re on to you, Kardashians.

Flood relief

Trump

After historic flooding struck the state in October,
government agencies and private organizations and
individuals were quick to lend a helping hand. While
much of the city has recovered, some work remains to
be done. We hope the path back to normalcy continues
in 2016.

Somehow, Donald Trump has enjoyed almost a
full year of press coverage, which is both ridiculous
and terrifying. And here his name is, appearing in
another paper, so I suppose I can see how we all got
suckered into accepting this as the new normal. If it’s
bad hair you want, America, Rand Paul still needs a
little love.
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EMPLOYMENT

EMPLOYMENT

EMPLOYMENT

Lovely condo at Place on the
Greene
Lovely 2 bdrm/2ba condo avail
8/1/16. Close to everything/
5 min walk to campus. $525
a person Fully equipped with
W/D, all kitch appliances.
Lovely view, oversized rooms.
Hardwood ﬂoors. Very cute
and quiet. Nice place to call
home. WON’T LAST LONG!
Call/text Mike @413-2516 or
E to adzonni@aol.com Txs!
includes water/parking
Email adzonni@aol.com

BAHAMAS SPRING BREAK
$189 for 5-Days. All prices
include: Round-trip luxury
party cruise. Accommodations
on the island at your choice of
ten resorts. Appalachia Travel.
www.BahamaSun.com 800867-5018

Why USC?
Gamecock Connection
& Multicultural Outreach
Student Team
Positions Available

Telecounseling Positions
Available

Preschool Teachers and
substitutes
Eastminster Day School
@ 3200 Trenholm Road,
Columbia,is now accepting
applications for part-time
teachers & substitutesmornings and afternoons.
Interested applicants, please
call 771-1512

USC-Rosewood 3 bedroom
house to rent-$1,485
Lovely 3 Bdrm/1 Bath house
on a gorgeous street in
Rosewood. Would work for 3
USC students! Cute oversized
kitch with an eat-in area. ALL
appliances included! The 3
bdrms are awesome. Hdwood
ﬂoors, new paint, fans and
ﬁxtures! Cool fenced in bk yd
for dog/cat. 1 min. to Publix.
Beside cutest park with
jogging trail. Super nice block!
Home will be ready for movein Aug.1, 2016. It’s a feel good
house that you will love! Don’t
let someone rent this one
before you do-it’s that nice!
Thanks :-) Mike 413-2516
text/call
Email adzonni@aol.com

ANNOUNCEMENTS
GAIN VALUABLE MEDICAL
EXPERIENCE
Well Established, Fast pace
downtown Columbia Medical
practice is interviewing
for candidates graduating
in December 2015 and
planning to attend medical
school. Gain valuable clinical
experience while applying to
medical school. The ideal
candidate will have a 3.6
and higher GPA, graduate
in December 2015, superior
work ethic and high energy.
On the job training while being
paid. This job is full time.
Email resume with start date
to: guy@physicianservicessc.
com
Email guy@
physicianservicessc.com

EMPLOYMENT
Hampton Inn Harbison
Looking for hotel/hospitality
experience?
The Hampton Inn on Harbison
Blvd. is now hiring for the
Guest Service Representative
position. We have part-time,
full-time, weekday, weekend,
day, night, and overnight
shifts available, with full-time
beneﬁts. Must have a positive,
energetic attitude with a
customer service frame of
mind.
Please apply online at www.
qocnc.com.

Tell us why you love USC!
The Oﬃce of Undergraduate
Admissions is looking for
enthusiastic, dedicated
students to assist with
recruiting prospective
students at Admissions
special events this spring. In
this role you can share your
love for USC with prospective
students, admitted
students, and their parents.
Applicants should possess
strong communication
skills, enthusiasm for USC,
good work ethic, and
professionalism.

Interested in helping with
Multicultural Recruitment?
You can join our Multicultural
Outreach Student Team
(MOST). MOST members have
the opportunity to interact with
prospective minority students
at recruitment events, through
calling campaigns, and
other personalized outreach
initiatives.
Applications are available
online by emailing ADMGC@
mailbox.sc.edu. Paper
applications will be available
in the Oﬃce of Undergraduate
Admissions located on the
Horseshoe in Lieber College
beginning Friday, January 8th.
Application deadline: Friday,
January 29th at 5:00 pm. For
more information, please call
Alexandra Scovel at 803-7779106.

The Oﬃce of Undergraduate
Admissions is looking for
enthusiastic, dedicated
undergraduate students to
assist with recruitment by
calling prospective students,
admitted students and
their parents. Applicants
should possess strong
communication skills,
enthusiasm for USC,
good work ethic, and
professionalism. Students are
required to work a minimum of
two nights per week during the
hours of 5:00pm to 9:00pm
Monday through Thursday
throughout the school
year, except on University
holidays. Telecounseling
pays $7.50/hr, and training
begins on Monday, February
1st. Applications are
available online by emailing
admissionsga@gmail.com.
Paper applications will be
available in the Oﬃce of
Undergraduate Admissions
located on the Horseshoe in
Lieber College starting Friday,
January 8th. Application
deadline: Wednesday, January
20th at 5:00pm. For more
information, please call
Alexandra Scovel at 803-7779106.

Retail Marketing Manager
Looking for exp. marketing
manager to manage day-today coord. of marketing and
merchandising in 20+ retail
stores. Marketing degree
preferred. Send resume and
cover letter.
Email kathryn@uspglobal.com

Email lcorley@
eastminsterpres.org

GAIN BUSINESS
EXPERIENCE
Fast paced Downtown
Columbia Medical practice
has an opening for a full time
position in our front oﬃce.
This is the perfect opportunity
for someone graduating from
college in December 2015 or
those who have graduated
that need business experience
prior to attending graduate or
medical school. Only those
with high GPAs, strong work
ethic and positive attitude
need apply.
Email resume to:
guy@physicianservicessc.com
Email guy@
physicianservicessc.com

Experienced Personal
Health and Fitness Trainers
needed for downtown
Columbia gym. Ft and Pt
hours available. Contact
803.799.9455 or email
mfulmer44@aol.com for
details.

dailygamecock.com/classifieds

PHD • JORGE CHAM

Aries

Leo

Sagittarius

Examine personal
opportunities. Cash in on
something you’ve kept in
reserve. Your suspicions
get confirmed. Some of
your worries are well
f o u n d e d . Te a m w o r k
pays off. Provide well for
family.

Little successes breed
self-esteem. Money will
flow. Argue your points in
your head first before you
make anything public.
Play by t he r u les. Be
willing to get your hands
dirty.

Organize your papers.
I nvest in f ix ing up
your place. Make plans
a nd sec u re bids for
comparison. Determine
budget and materials, and
line up financing first.
Get multiple opinions.

Taurus

Virgo

Capricorn

Plan very carefully. Add
structure. Use something
you’ve been saving. Keep
secrets and confidences.
Tr ust you r ow n good
sen se. I m ag i ne it a l l
working out perfectly.

Travel may i nclude a
group event. Ask your
net work for ideas, and
discover opportunities.
Try not to rush things.
Spend t ime wit h your
partner. Get out and enjoy
new scenery together.

Balance work with social
demands. Consider the
consequences of inaction.
Ca n you work f rom
home? Collaborate with
your team to share the
work. Take their ideas
into consideration.

Gemini
I mpor t a nt people are
watching. Make sure you
know what you’re talking
about. You learn quickly.
Follow an older person’s
advice. Don’t throw your
money around. Reaffi rm
a commitment. Make a
good impression.

Cancer
Friends will help you.
Check out an interesting
suggest ion. Keep it
practical, and find what
you need. G et fam ily
help. Use the right tools.

Libra
Tidying up makes a good
impression. Do the work
t h at nob o d y not ic e s .
Move slowly to avoid
mistakes. Gain through
pr i v at e t r a n s ac t ion s .
Make sure your partner
is in agreement. Show
respect and gain love.

Scorpio
In a disagreement about
priorities, get a second
o p i n io n . A d d it io n a l
f inancing is available
t hrough compromise.
E mot ion s c ou ld r u n
high. Watch your step,
and wear the right shoes.

Aquarius
Think about beauty and
love. Set long-range goals
and create a schedule. Add
artistic touches at home.
Enjoy time with friends.
S h a r e r e s o u r c e s a nd
opportunities. Delegate
the details.

Pisces
Make the commitment.
Review your plans. Hire
some elbow grease. Keep
cont rol of ex pen se s.
While you work, think
about how to present
it. Invent a tagline and
short, sassy descriptions.
Choose a color scheme.
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go to
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ACROSS
1 Theater
attractions
6 Big fusses
11 Gallery display
14 Taxpayer’s worry
15 Real estate
offering
16 Sinking ship signal
17 Takeout option
19 Wash. neighbor
20 Personal IDs
21 Ambulance
destinations, for
short
22 Comfy shoe
24 Biblical pronoun
26 Bic products
27 Subject for a
meteorologist
33 Ross of the
Supremes
34 “__ won’t be
afraid”: “Stand By
Me” lyric
35 French lady friend
36 Jerusalem’s land:
Abbr.
37 Look after
41 Chicken __ king
42 Swindle
44 Preﬁx with
classical
45 Bernese Alps
peak
47 Bill Gates or Paul
Allen, vis-à-vis
Microsoft
51 Those, to Tom·s
52 On an ocean
liner, say
53 All for __: to no
avail
56 Co. that merged
into Verizon
57 Gas company
with toy trucks
61 Egyptian snake
62 Summoned up
65 Curtain support
66 Shed __: cry
67 Muhammad Ali’s
boxing daughter
68 Exec. moneyman,
and a hint to 17-,
27-, 37-, 47- and
62-Across
69 Requirements
70 Aggravate
DOWN
1 Animal pouches
2 Comments from
the confused

3 Supreme Norse
god
4 __-Salem, N.C.
5 Fr. holy woman
6 1994 Denis Leary
ﬁlm about a crook
who acts as an
arbiter
7 Gut-punch
reactions
8 Batman and
Robin, e.g.
9 Italian tenor
standard
10 Spiritual Arizona
resort
11 “Keep dreaming”
12 Came by horse
13 Old Russian royal
18 Flower starter
23 Nick and Nora’s
dog
25 Former
Congressional
gp. concerned
with Communist
inﬁltration
26 Univ. teacher
27 “The __ Kid”: ’50s
TV Western
28 Former Calif.
NFLer
29 __ a kind: unique
30 Mental picture
31 Persian Gulf ship
32 Pretty close

For solutions to
today’s puzzle,
go to
dailygamecock.com

or download our
app!

33 Checker, e.g.
38 Provide critical
comments for
39 Curious George
creators Margret
and H.A.
40 Actress Russo
43 Video ﬁle format
46 Boise resident
48 Trash bin
49 Old cowboy
movies
50 Previously
owned
53 Drug cop

54 Dating from
55 High hairstyle
56 Happy
58 Emerald Isle
59 Normandy
battleground
60 One-horse
carriage
63 Dixie general
64 St. Pete’s state
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ATTENTION
ALL USC STUDENTS
Applications for the 2016
USC Homecoming Executive
Commission are LIVE!
If you’re looking to initiate change and make
an impact on campus, plan some pretty
awesome events, AND represent your entire
student body in the showcasing of our
greatest tradition, you should deﬁnitely
consider this opportunity to get involved!

Apply Online!
http://bit.ly/uofschomecoming

Deadline for applications:

January 20, 2016 @ 4 P.M.
Please contact Taylor Dahlby at
dahlbyta@mailbox.sc.edu
with any questions or concerns.

LET’S HELP ALL OF USC

MAKE THIS A HOMECOMING

WE’LL NEVER FORGET!

2012 Harden Street
730 Elmwood Avenue
(803) 736-3110
www.AllSouth.org
*Approval is based on credit worthiness; existin
existing
ng AllSouth auto loans are not eligible for this promotion; minimum lo
loan
amount of $5,000; interest will continue to accru
accrue
ue during the 90 days with no payment; $100 will be deposit
deposited into your
account when the loan is established
established. Federally insured by the NCUA.
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48 HOUR

Look
&
Lease
.....................................................

$0 DOWN

SIGNING SPECIAL

SIGN YOUR LEASE WITHIN 48 HOURS OF YOUR INITIAL TOUR AND RECEIVE NO SIGN UP FEES. EXPIRES JAN. 31, 2016
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Winning the world: Winslet,
Damon, DiCaprio awarded Globes

“Serial:”
second
season better
than first
Courtesy of Serial

The second season of the hit podcast
“Serial” focused on Bowe Bergdahl.

Sam Breazeale
@SAMBREAZEALE

Courtesty of MCT Campus

Ricky Gervais, funnyman and star of the British TV Series “The Office,” hosted the 73rd Golden Globe awards ceremony.

Sarah Morse
@SARAHKILEYMORSE

S u n d a y, E n g l i s h
comedian R ick y
Gervais returned to
the stage to host the
73rd annual Golden
Globes awards on
NBC.
C ome show t i me,
The Beverly Hilton
International Ballroom
in California was
crammed with legends
such as Sylvester
Stallone (“Creed”) and
Leonardo DiCaprio
(“ T he Re ven a nt ” ),
as well as newcomers
Rachel Bloom (“Crazy
Ex-Girlfriend”) and
Jacob Tremblay (“The
Ro om” ). G er v a i s
s t a y e d t r ue t o h i s
roots, beginning the
show with an incessant
st ream of v ulgar
a nd cont roversia l
w it t icisms. A f ter
poking fun at Caitlyn
Jen ner, verb a l l y
shredding NBC
a nd mak ing some
questionable allusions
to sodomy, Ger vais
concluded his unique
monologue and turned

over the stage to the
immortal talents of
the television and film
industry.
B e s t Sup p or t i n g
Actress in a Motion
Picture: Kate Winslet,
“Steve Jobs”
Winslet took home
t he G olde n G lob e
for her port rayal
of notor ious A pple
marketing executive,
Joanna Hoffman, in
the conventional biopic
about the late Apple
I nc. fou nder, Steve
Jobs. In her acceptance
speech, Winslet spoke
of t he i mp or t a nc e
of opportunities for
women in the industry
and cited her husband
as one of her greatest
fans and influences.
B e s t Sup p or t i n g
A c tor i n a Mot ion
P i c t u r e : Sy l v e s t e r
Stallone, “Creed”
Film legend
Sy l v e s t e r St a l lo ne
accepted the Golden
Globe for best
supporting in a

mot ion pic t u re for
h is resu r rect ion of
his beloved character
Ro c k y B a lb o a . A n
emot iona l St a l lone
gratefully and
eloquently accepted
the award following a
standing ovation from
his peers.
Best Actor in a
Mot ion Pict ure,
Musical or Comedy:
Matt Damon, “The
Martian”
Hollywood favorite
M at t D a mo n t o ok
home his second
Golden Globe for his
performance in the box
office smash hit “The
Martian.” Damon won
his first Golden Globe
18 years ago in the Best
Screenplay category
for h is f ilm “G ood
Will Hunting.” In his
acceptance speech the
Boston native thanked
his wife, Lucy, spoke of
his love of acting and
playf ully instructed
his children, who were
watching at home, to
“get ready to go to
bed.”

Best Actress in
a Mot io n P ic t u r e ,
Musical or Comedy:
Jen n ifer Law rence,
“Joy”
The equally
beautiful and talented
Kent uck y nat ive
stunned in a red Dior
gown as she accepted
t he G olde n G lob e
for her leading role
in the film “Joy.” In
her speech, Lawrence
spoke of her ow n
personal g row t h as
both an actress and a
human being, crediting
Di rec tor Dav id O.
Russell as a mentor and
friend.
Best Actor in a
Motion Picture
Drama: Leonardo
DiCaprio, “The
Revenant”
The sinfully
handsome DiCaprio
was met wit h a
standing ovat ion
from his peers as he
accepted the Golden
Globe for best actor
in a motion picture

drama for his work in
“The Revenant.” This
was the third win and
11th nomination for
the actor. DiCaprio
was unable to conceal
his emotions during
his acceptance speech.
A fter such a strong
performance in “The
Revenant,” many are
ho p e f u l t h at 2016
will be the year that
the 41-year-old actor
finally gets his wellde s er ve d A c ade m y
Award.
Best Act ress in a
T.V. Comedy: Rachel
Bloom, “Crazy
Ex-Girlfriend”
Industry newcomer
a nd G olden Globe
rookie, Bloom stayed
t r ue to character
as she accepted her
award for best actress
in a television comedy
series. Treating the
crowd to a bizarre and
rather eccentric speech,
Bloom was animated
and a bit frightening
a s she shouted her
appreciations into the
microphone.

Courtesy of MCT Campus

Various stars such as Rachel Bloom, left, and Matt Damon, right, attended the awards ceremony, going home with Golden Globes.

Fou r teen mont h s ago,
podcasts were on the margins of
entertainment media. They were
no longer new, having originated
in the early 2000s, and seemed to
be going the way of Betamax and
MySpace.
Then came along Sarah Koenig,
already a Peabody award-winning
audio journalist and veteran of
A BC News and t he New York
Times, but one who was satisfied
spending most of her time working
on a f r i ng y, vag uel y def i ned
product: the audio documentary.
Koenig had been contacted in
2013 by someone who had been
personally involved in a murder
case t hat Koen ig had covered
years earlier, and who asked her
to do some more snooping about
t he case. A fter about a year of
investigating the 1999 murder of
a Baltimore high school student,
allegedly committed by the girl’s
ex-boyfriend, “Serial” was born.
“Serial,” a 12-episode podcast
analyzing the details of the murder
and ex ploring its implicat ions
q u ic k l y b e c a me t he mo s tdownloaded podcast of all time,
effectively revitalizing the genre.
The fi rst season offered a bizarre
sort of escapism in addition to the
suspense and excitement that is to
be expected of any type of true
crime story. For current college
students, it allowed us to reminisce
about and even romanticize the
short few years in the late 1990s
when business as usual in America
was similar to the way it is now, or
at least still recognizable, but the
Internet-connected devices that
pervade everything we do in the
2010s were not yet omnipresent.
In the tradition of both “In Cold
B l o o d” a n d “ D at e l i n e ,” t h i s
murder story was enjoyable largely
because of the seeming simplicity
of the characters’ lives just before
it took place.
“Serial” Season 2, which began
in early December and currently
h a s f ou r e pi s o de s out , h a s a
different k ind of appeal, a risk
for Koenig after Serial’s initial
success. The stor y in t he new
season is that of Bowe Bergdahl,
a US A r m y s old ie r w ho w a s
held captive for fi ve years by the
Taliban after allegedly deserting
his platoon in 2009.
T h is new sea son shou ld no
doubt h ave w ide app e a l , but
perhaps not to t he exact same
audience as the first season. For
one, most of t he charm of t he
murder case of “Serial” Season
1 came f rom t he fact t hat t he
story’s characters were not famous
or exceptional in any discernable
way — t hey were middle-class
A merican immigrants in
Baltimore, attending an average
high school. The story was also
largely apolit ical; much of t he
story suggested racial profiling,
but not in any controversial way.
Bergdahl’s story, on the other
hand, was being covered by all
major med ia out let s before it
w a s e v e n a n n o u n c e d t h a t it
would be feat ured on “Serial.”
Bergdahl is essent ially a
household name, especially since
the US Government traded five
Taliban members being held in
Guantanamo Bay for Bergdahl’s
freedom in 2014. Serial’s second
season is initially slower-moving
than the fi rst season, but the fi rst
SEESERIALPAGEB4
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Tips for a rewarding study abroad experience
Rachel Lunsford
@TDG_ARTS

Sure, I’ve booked my plane ticket,
but that’s about it. I still have to
fi nalize my host family, pack enough
clot hing for four mont hs in one
suitcase, research Madrid and pack
all of my school supplies.
Thankfully, I studied abroad in
San Jose, Costa Rica, this summer,
or else I would be a lot more nervous.
It will serve as my crash course for
lessons I learned and things I can
improve upon this time.

Here are my
top five tips
for traveling:
1. Pack sunscreen,
bug spray, sunglasses
and extra money.

My biggest piece of advice is to
travel as much as you possibly can.
Costa Rica is an amazing country
a nd st udy abroad st udent s have
the luxury to choose between trips
to the rainforest, ocean, cit y and
much more. There truly is no wrong
choice on where to go. A lso, you
may enjoy taking time to travel to
bordering countries. Traveling to
different countries is a fun and easy
way to expand your international
ex per ience wh i le ga i n i ng a n
additional view of regional culture.
Ten years from now, what do you
believe you will remember? You’ll
remember cheering in the football
stadiums with thousands of other
students, you’ll remember the time
(or five) you pulled an all-nighter
to get an A on that exam and you’ll
remember all of the experiences and
friends you made. The moments
you’ll remember most vividly are
the ones where you took a chance
and stepped outside of your comfort
zone.
Studying abroad is a wonderful,
exciting and slightly nerve-wracking

Courtesy of MCT Campus

Study abroad programs are available for countless countries, including Spain.
decision. As a student who has gotten
over that initial “speed bump” of
fear, studying abroad was more than
worth it. Ten years from now, I will
be able to remember the feelings
of f ly ing as I zip lined over t he
rainforest, touring many museums
w it h my f riends and classmates,

laughing over dinner with the other
study abroad students and my host
mom and boosting confidence in my
Spanish skills after returning to the
U.S. Take a chance. Trust me — it
will be worth it.

2. Never travel alone.
3. Prioritize time and
money: Pick the top
three to five places you
want to visit and make
sure you get there.
4 . Ta l k t o o t h e r
study abroad students
who have already been
where you plan to go.
5. F i n d a b a l a n c e
between the “popular”
places and the hidden
gems.

Courtesy of MCT Campus

It is important to remember safe travel tips, such as staying in a group and doing your research about your destination.

New year, new you? Take our resolution advice
Kylie Tokar

yourself.

@KYLIE_TOKES

Olivia Reszczynski, Writer
Every year, along with the
rest of the countr y, I make
the painful attempt to set an
unbelievably vague goal that
will inevitably be shoved under
the rug when my other priorities
t a ke precedent . “E xerc ise
more. Stress less. Make new
friends. Save money. Travel.”
These wannabe resolutions are
doomed to self-sabotage before
the first week of 2016 even ends.
I know there are other people
w it h t he sa me problem as
me — they wake up on New
Year’s Day and realize that
they were supposed to have an
objective set for the next 365
days. Something that will make
them better people, improve the
environment around them or
change their lives.
But we’re kidding ourselves
if we think that we’re going to
have more time, more money
and less crap. So this year, I
am vowing to be honest with
myself, and that doesn’t just
apply to the resolution-making
itself — that IS my resolution.
Lies I told myself in 2015: “I
studied enough for that test.”
“It’s okay to eat another scoop
of ice cream.” “Walk ing to
class was plenty of exercise for
the day.” “THIS IS GOOD
ENOUGH FOR ME.”
Tr ut hs I w ill tell myself
in 2016: “I need to study for
one more hour.” “I don’t need
anymore snacks.” “I’ll get on
the treadmill for half an hour.”
“I DESERVE BETTER.” Read
the goals of some of the Arts &
Culture writers for some ideas
if you haven’t decided on yours
yet — but take my resolution
into consideration when you’re
acting yours out this year. Don’t
take BS from anyone, including

Jumping out of an airplane
doesn’t seem like a t y pical
New Year’s resolution, but it’s
one step closer to being more
spontaneous and getting out
of my com for t z one. To o
often I feel like I get stuck in
a routine, especially during
a busy semester. From flying
to San Diego alone for the
first time to showing friends
t he beaut if u l a reas of t he
southeast in little road trips,
my 2016 is going to be a year
of new adventures. Engaging
in unique experiences will give
me different perspectives on
life, and will keep me from
being exhausted and bored of
doing the same thing day in
and day out. Trying new things
and talking to new people will
change my mundane routine
i nt o s o m e t h i n g n e w a n d
interesting, preventing me from
staying in a rut that I created
for myself. I think now is an
important time to try as many
new things as I can, freeing
myself from the boring routine
of everyday life.
Rachel Pittman, Writer
In 2016, I want to reboot
my old habit of reading for
pleasure. Growing up, I always
had my nose in a book. I spent
my summers and holiday breaks
w it h my favor ite f ic t iona l
friends. While in reality I was
just in my bedroom or backyard,
in my head I was able to travel
to the far-off lands of Narnia,
Oz and Alice’s Wonderland.
A s I got older, my h igh
school and college literature
courses came to determine
what I read. I was introduced

to some fantastic literature
through school, but I lost the
magic of my childhood reading
ex per iences when I wou ld
spend hours lost in a novel I had
picked out myself at the library
or the local Barnes and Noble.
This year, I am challenging
my self to ca r ve out a few
minutes each day to read a book
that I have chosen, a book that
was not assigned to me by a
syllabus or professor. I created
a list of favorites to re-read and
new novels to try in order to
hold myself accountable to my
resolution.
I n 2016, I am excited to
once again feel the bookish
enchantment I experienced as
a child and to lose myself in
stories I am reading for pure
enjoyment.
Andrew Martin, Writer
I have large and ambitious
plans for 2016, but first I have
to complete my final year of
college. It’s been five years
since I first arrived to USC as
a freshman but it will finally
end this May. So, of course,
my first New Year’s resolution
is to make sure I stay on top of
my classwork so I graduate on
schedule. USC has been great
for the past five years, but let’s
keep it at that.
Following that, I have, at
least for me, exciting plans
for my career in film. By the
end of the year, I’d like to be
moved into my new home in
Los Angeles and begin preproduction on my next film.
Sounds easy, right? There is
tons of work to be done and
months of planning to do. So
my next resolution would be
to begin preparations soon so I
don’t fall behind, like I usually
do.

Parks Beson, Writer
My resolut ion for t he
year of 2016 is to be more
ext roverted and outgoing.
Being an introvert, I came to
USC and immediately blended
into the crowd. My idea for the
next two years at the college
was that I just have to keep
my head low and try not to
stand out. Now into my senior
year of college, I have decided
that this introverted lifestyle
needed a change. Becoming
more extroverted will allow me
not only to broaden my social
circle, but it will also allow me
to become more interactive in
the classroom and ask more
questions if needed. I plan to
adopt this extroverted and
outgoing lifestyle by striking
up a conversation with a fellow
st udent each day, learning
to be more comfortable in
conversation with others. I also
plan to engage in the classroom
daily with the professor. This
w ill not only improve my
communication skills toward
a professor but will also allow
for a greater understanding of
course materials.
Sarah Morse, Writer
As the New Year begins, take
some time to reflect on past
relationships. Reconnecting
with old friends or mentors
who have had a positive impact
on your life can be extremely
rewardi ng. Somet imes we
fail to thank those who have
helped us along the way, but
it is never too late to reach
out . W it h t he my r iad of
technology and social media
resources available, keeping
i n touch w it h old f r iends
and colleagues is now easier

t h a n e v e r. W h e t h e r it ’s
getting in touch on Facebook
or simply by picking up the
phone, reminiscing with past
companions can provide one
with humor and helpful insight
into the future.
Sarah Nichols, Writer
As my uncle explained to
me, people are always going to
remember the negative statuses
you posted or the arguments
you started on the Internet.
You could also post cheerful
tweets or status updates, but
t he negat ive moments are
going to be the ones that stick
out in others’ heads the most.
If you are constantly posting
statuses about your personal
life and drama, or about how
much you hate your job or
school, that is going to be the
one thing people remember
about you — “Oh yeah, he’s
that guy who is miserable all
the time.” Is that what you
really want someone’s first
thought to be about you? I
think not.
If you are hav i ng a bad
day or you are really mad at
someone, just stay of f t he
I nternet. Take a walk and
clear your head. Read a book.
Do some yoga. You’ll notice
that once you start sending
positive messages out on your
social media accounts, that
you will begin to think more
optimistically as well.
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epi so de end s w it h a sou nd
byte of Koenig’s interviewee
in t he second episode: a
member of the Taliban. This
demon st rate s what m ight
b e t he s ou r c e of K o e n i g ’s
abilit y to create compelling
stor ies l i ke few ot hers: she
takes her invest igat ion to a
near-ridiculous level, doing
everything possible to satisfy
her curiosit y, after infecting
her listeners with the same level
of curiosity. This persistence
and dedication was what made
the fi rst season great, and the
second season does not let up.
After the initial explanation
of Bergdahl’s case, the second,
third and fourth episodes of
“Serial” Season 2 have focused
largely on Bergdahl’s experience
while being held captive. These
episodes are fascinating, and
Koenig gives a great explanation
of all the necessarily political
context, but they are difficult
to listen to. After listening to
the four episode that have been
released, it’s hard to feel like
Bergdahl should be punished
for de ser t i ng, even if he is
guilt y. He has been through
enough punishment.
Ultimately, Koenig’s attempt
of a d if ferent sor t of stor y
from Serial’s fi rst season was a
brave and smart decision. The
change works for her, and her
somehow bot h s y mpat het ic
but journalistically responsible
rendering of the facts is just
as fasci nat i ng to hea r. T he
first season of “Serial” would
b e d i f f ic u lt f o r a n y o ne t o
follow, but the second season is
defi nitely worth your time.

Courtesy of Marvel and Disney

Several exciting flicks are hitting theaters this year, including the long-awaited Deadpool and the live-action Jungle Book movie.

Movies coming in 2016
Kung Fu Panda 3 — Jan. 29
Deadpool — Feb. 12
The Divergent Series: Allegiant — March 18
Batman v Superman: Dawn of Justice — March 25
The Jungle Book — April 15
Captain America: Civil War — May 6
X-Men: Apocalypse — May 27
Finding Dory — June 17
Ghostbusters — July 15

Keep up with USC sports
on dailygamecock.com

@thegamecock
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Courtesy of Disney

The beloved sidekick Dory from the Disney film
“Nemo” stars in her own film this summer.

COLUMBIA, SC 29201

MUSICFARM.COM

Start the new semester off right with a concert!

Rebelution
January 15

Ani DiFranco
January 20

St. Paul & The Broken Bones
January 22

Adelitas Way
January 28

BoomBox
February 9

Yonder Mountain String Band
February 11

Zoogma & Turbo Suit
February 12

Widespread Panic After Party:
Feat. Bloodkin
February 13

Umphrey’s McGee
February 18

Sister Hazel
February 25

Logic
March 20

G. Love
April 2

Get an email for FREE Chips & Queso
when you register your Cantina Club rewards
card online! Pick a Cantina Club card up on
your next visit at Salsarita’s!

We accept Carolina Cash!

Salsarita’s Five Points

2006 Devine St. 803.999.2441
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P r e m i u m F r o z e n Yo g u r t & S m o o t h i e s

USC: Continuing Education
University Test Prep

Enroll Now!

SAT Prep Courses
For High School students
currently in grades 10-12
April 10 - May 1
(Sun) 1:00-5:00 pm
May 1 - 22
(Sun) 1:00-5:00 pm

THE NEW YEAR DOESN’T START

GRE Prep Course
Jan. 23 - Feb. 27:
(S) 8:30 am-12:30 pm
March 22 - April 14
(T/Th) 6:00-9:00 pm

LSAT Prep Courses
January 12 - February 2
(T/Th) 6:30-9:30 pm
(Sun) 1:00-4:00 pm
April 21 - May 31
(T/Th) 6:30-9:30 pm

UNTIL YOUR CAR DOES.

GMAT Prep Course

1410 North Millwood Avenue

Feb. 8 - March 2
(M/W) 6:00-9:00 pm

Use promo code
USCstud for a
10% discount!
View our website for a full course schedule, including
online classes. Classes start soon!
Discover.sc.edu • 777-9444 • testprep@mailbox.sc.edu

(at the intersection of North Millwood Ave
and Washington Street)

Columbia, SC 29204

B6 A&C
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IF IT LOOKS WRONG, SPEAK UP.
Stepping in to make sure someone is OK is always the right thing to do.

sc.edu/stopsexualassault
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Mitchell, Coates lead undefeated
Gamecocks over Missouri

Cody Scoggins / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Bobby Balboni
@ROB_BALBONI1

Sout h Carolina remained undefeated
Sunday after facing the ranked Missouri
Tigers. The Tigers and Gamecocks traded
blows i n a phy sic a l bat t le, but Sout h
Carolina dominated the scoreboard in an
83-58 victory.
W it h conference play in f u ll sw ing,
t h is g a me of fered a re s u me -bu i ld i ng
opportunity for two teams with postseason
aspirations. The value of this game was
exemplified by the hard-nosed effort on
display from both sides. It would be an
understatement to say that uncontested

baskets were hard to come by.
The Gamecock s celebrated a special
moment early in the first quarter when
junior center Alaina Coates eclipsed the
1,000 career points mark. Head coach Dawn
Staley said, “The evolution of her has been a
beautiful thing to see. To see her getting a
milestone like getting 1,000 points early in
her junior year is a tribute to the work she
has put in.” Neither team clicked offensively
in the first quarter, but South Carolina
capitalized on their numerous free throw
chances to take a 17-5 lead.
Senior guard Tiffany Mitchell battled
w it h M i s s o u r i’s f r e s h m a n s e n s at io n
SEEMISSOURIPAGEB10

Cody Scoggins / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Gamecocks rally
to top Vanderbilt

Courtesy of Alex Lindsay

Courtesy of Alex Lindsay

Adam Orfinger
@AORFINGER

Despite not leading for the fi rst 29 minutes of the game, the
South Carolina men’s basketball team pulled out a come-frombehind victory, topping Vanderbilt 69-65 to remain undefeated.
Coach Frank Martin’s squad moved to 15-0, improving upon
their best start since 1933-34, where the team rattled off 17
straight to start the season.
The Gamecock s got of f to a poor start, allow ing t he
Commodores to jump out to an 8-0 lead. That deficit would
be the largest that the team faced, but South Carolina did not
lead until PJ Dozier put the team ahead with 10:55 to go in the
game. The Gamecocks would not relinquish the lead, building
as large as a seven-point advantage late in the second half.
This Gamecock team has not had to play from behind much
this season, as they trailed for more in the first half than
they had in any game this season. South Carolina displayed
great team defense yet again in the second half, holding the
Commodores to 6-27 shooting in the period.
Vanderbilt came into the game shooting 41 percent from
beyond the arc this season. The Commodores hit a pair of
threes in the opening minutes, but then made just three of 22
Courtesy of Alex Lindsay

SEEVANDERBILTPAGEB10
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In remembrance of

Bill Foster
1930-2016

Former men’s basketball head coach Bill Foster died of natural
causes Thursday at the age of 86.
Foster, who coached the Gamecocks from 1980-86, was most
famous for his six years leading the Duke Blue Devils where he
made three NCAA Tournament appearances.
After compiling a .500 record through three years, Foster’s
Blue Devils made a tremendous leap during the 1977-78 season.
Duke earned a spot in the NCAA Championship, but lost to the
Kentucky Wildcats. That same year, Foster was named NABC CoCoach of the Year, sharing the honors with Texas’ Abe Lemons.
In 1980, Foster left Duke and was hired as South Carolina’s head
basketball coach. He coached the Gamecocks for six years, making
two NIT Tournament appearances.

Foster succeeded legendary Gamecocks basketball coach Frank
McGuire and preceded coach Mike Krzyzewski at Duke.
In addition to South Carolina and Duke, Foster coached three
other Division I basketball programs including: Utah, Rutgers
and Northwestern. Foster had 20-win seasons with four of the five
teams and eclipsed nearly 450 wins for his career.
Foster was also involved off the court. He served as president of
the National Association of College Basketball Coaches, associate
commissioner of the Southwest Conference and vice president of
the Naismith Memorial Basketball Hall of Fame.
Foster’s coaching career spanned from 1960 to 1993 without
hiatus.

Courtesy of MCT Campus

Courtesy of MCT Campus

Tide, Tigers set to square off in
College Football Playoff final
Adam Orfinger
@AORFINGER

T he second Col lege Footba l l
Playoff Championship game features
t he nat ion’s top t wo tea ms: t he
undefeated Clemson Tigers and the
Alabama Crimson Tide. History is
on the line for both teams, as the
Tigers are seeking to become the
first 15-0 team in college football
history, while Alabama seeks to win
their fourth title in seven years, a
feat only accomplished by Notre
Dame (1943-49).
The matchup feat u res t wo
He i s m a n f i n a l i s t s i n C le m s o n
quarterback Deshaun Watson and
A laba ma r u n n i ng back Der r ick
Henry, who won the award. Watson

accou nted for 332 total yards of
offense and two touchdowns in the
Orange Bowl win over Oklahoma.
In Alabama’s dominant Cotton Bowl
win over Michigan State, Henr y
turned in a pedestrian performance
by his standards, averaging fewer
than four yards per carry, but he did
punch in two touchdown runs.
Clemson has a talented running
back of their own, sophomore Wayne
Gallman, who has r un for 1,482
yards, highlighted by six triple-digit
yardage performances over his last
seven games. A labama w ill be a
tough test for Gallman, as the Tide
boasts the nation’s top run defense,
allowing just 74 yards per game.
Nick Saban’s defense has experience
against top rushing attacks, as they

limited LSU’s Leonard Fournette
to just 31 yards on 19 carries in
November.
A laba ma ha s t he nat ion’s top
defense, and t heir of fense is not
lacking either. Henry is the driving
force, but quarterback Jake Coker
took over the Cotton Bowl against
a strong Michigan State defense,
completing 25 of 30 passes for 286
yards and a pair of touchdowns. The
offense also features a phenomenal
w ide receiver, f resh ma n Ca lv i n
Ridley. Ridley has recorded three
straight games with at least 90 yards,
including a 138-yard, t wo-score
performance in the semifi nal.
The Tigers defense is impressive
as well, rank ing in the top 15 in
the nation in total yards allowed.

Clemson shut out a high-powered
Ok lahoma of fense in t he second
half and allowed just 13 points to
Florida State. The defense is led by
A ll-A merican defensive end Shaq
Law son, who ha s a m a s sed 10.5
sacks this season. Lawson suffered
a knee injury in the Tigers’ Orange
Bowl win two weeks ago, but he is
expected to play against the Tide.
Starpower will be abundant on
both sides, as the teams combined
have fi ve fi rst-team All-Americans.
The game may feature two Heisman
fi nalists, but it will likely be decided
on the defensive side of the ball.
Both teams have incredible players
and coaches, and this is sure to be a
championship game for the ages.
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Sophie Cunningham in a crit ical matchup.
Cunningham, who came into the game averaging
14.6 points, ran into foul trouble and eventually
fouled out with 6:51 left in the fourth period.
She fi nished with 9 points. Mitchell led South
Carolina in scoring with 19 points.
Despite trailing 35-17 after the first half,
Missouri came out with an excess of energ y
ea rly i n t he t h ird per iod. Fi na l ly f i nd i ng
their rhythm, the Tigers cut the deficit to 10
points, but eventually South Carolina’s physical
advantages propelled them later in the period.
Coates dominated on the glass and scored a
double-double to the tune of 13 points and 12
rebounds.
Sophomore A’ja Wilson recorded 11 points,
11 boards and 6 blocks. The number of blocks is
especially eye-opening because Wilson’s greatest
area for improvement since arriving on campus
has been her defensive abilities. “I am trying
my best to grow into a better defensive player. I
think my teammates are doing a really good job
of holding me accountable,” Wilson said.
The Tigers’ emphasis on playing extremely
physical defense put South Carolina on the line
early and often with 34 total personal fouls. The
Gamecocks capitalized, scoring 32 points from
the line.
Missouri’s coach Robin Pingeton cited her

Upcoming Women’s
Basketball Schedule
1/14/2016

@ Kentucky

1/17/2016

Texas A&M

1/21/2016

@ Auburn

team’s lack of poise as t heir Achilles’ heel.
Specifically, she pointed out the team’s high
number of fouls. “We had way too many tickytack fouls that led to opportunities for them at
the free throw line,” Pingeton said.

VANDERBILTPAGEB7
attempts for the rest of the game.
Martin was adamant in telling his team that
Vanderbilt was significantly better than their
pregame 8-6 record would suggest. At SEC Media
Days, the Commodores were picked to finish
second in the SEC, which would likely give them
a tournament berth. Vanderbilt is in trouble,
however, now just a game from .500 and 0-3 in
the SEC.
The Commodores have struggled with injuries
this season, but their full rotation was available
Saturday. However, the team’s second leading
scorer Damian Jones played just 16 minutes
due to foul trouble. Jones, the starting center,
averages 13.3 points and 6.8 rebounds per game
this season.
Junior g uard Sindarius Thornwell was the
d r iv i ng force for t he G a mecock s, lead i ng
the team with 19 points and eight rebounds.
Thornwell leads the team with 12.6 points per
game this year, but there are five players who
average double-figures for the balanced South
Carolina attack.
Two of t hose players, junior g uard Duane
Notice and senior forward Michael Carrera, had
tough outings, combining for just 12 points on
3-12 shooting from the field. Fortunately for the
Gamecocks, reserve guard Marcus Stroman made
a solid contribution on offense, recording 7 points
and four assists.
This was the closest call of the season for the
Gamecocks, who are now 15-0 and 2-0 in SEC
play. Next up, South Carolina will take on the
Alabama Crimson Tide in Tuscaloosa on Jan. 13.

Upcoming Men’s
Basketball Schedule
1/13/2016

@ Alabama

1/16/2016

Missouri

1/19/2016

@ Ole Miss

Cody Scoggins/ THE DAILY GAMECOCK

CAROLINA
CA$H
The most
convenient
way to pay.

Candidate Information Meeting
Thursday, Jan 14th
7-9 p.m., RHUU 322-Senate Chambers

STUDENT GOVERNMENT
FILING FOR CANDIDACY
Tuesday, Jan. 19th &
Wednesday, Jan. 20st 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Leadership & Service Center
File for Student Body President, Vice President,
Treasurer or Student Senate

$50 to ﬁle for executive office
($45 is refundable)
$5 to ﬁle for Student Senate

/CarolinaCardUSC
@USCCarolinaCard
@USCCarolinaCard

For more information, please visit sa.sc.edu/sg/getinvolved
University of South Carolina
Student Government

@UofSCSG

@UofSCStudentGovernment
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Muschamp brings top-notch
coaches to Columbia
Adam Orfinger
@AORFINGER

Dec. 6, athletic director Ray Tanner
hired Auburn defensive coordinator
Will Muschamp to take over as the head
coach for the South Carolina football
team. Muschamp has previous head
coaching experience, leading the Florida
Gators to a 28-21 record from 20112014. Muschamp had mixed results in
Gainesville, evidenced by an 11-2 record
in 2012, followed by an abysmal 4-8
season in 2013.
A former safety at Georgia, Muschamp
is known for his prowess on the defensive
side of the ball, as he served as a defensive
coordinator for Valdosta State, LSU,
Auburn and Texas. He also spent 2005
as the associate head coach of the Miami
Dolphins. Muschamp comes from a great
coaching tree, having served under Nick
Saban, Gus Malzahn and Mack Brown.

Roper, who was El i M a n n i ng’s
quar terback s coach a nd of fensive
coordinator at Ole Miss, spent 2014 with
Muschamp in Gainesville, leading an
offense that could be considered average
at best. Roper’s Gators scored 27.9 points
per contest, which ranked a mediocre
72nd in the nation. His year at Florida
may not have gone quite as planned, but
Roper ran some lethal offenses at Duke,
averaging north of 31 points per game in
2012 and 2013.
For mer G a mecock qua r terback
Connor Shaw, now with the Cleveland
Browns, referred to Roper as “one of the
most brilliant offensive minds [he’s] ever
been around” and a “godsend.”
Muschamp had little success with his
offensive coordinator hires at Florida,
as Charlie Weis and Brent Pease also

had minimal success. However, with
mobile quarterbacks, including incoming
freshman Brandon McIlwain, Roper has
the proper personnel to run his spread
formation that gave him such great
success at Duke.
On the defensive end, Muschamp
seems to have hit a home run with
defensive coordinator Travaris Robinson.
A former NFL safety, Robinson has
been with Muschamp for the last five
seasons, all four at Florida and 2015 at
Auburn. Robinson is regarded as a great
recruiter, as ESPN ranked him as the
best recruiter amongst assistant coaches
in 2013. Robinson recruited projected
first-round picks Vernon Hargreaves
III and Jalen Tabor to Florida, and the
hope is that he can bring elite talent to
Columbia as well.
Robinson will be helped out by former
South Carolina defensive coordinator
Ellis Johnson. Johnson was replaced by
Muschamp at Auburn, but is most wellknown for his success as the defensive
coordinator under Steve Spurrier from
2008-2011. Johnson was only a part of
the first of South Carolina’s three 11-win

seasons, but he set the program up for its
successful run through recruiting and
developing talent, including earning the
commitment of Jadeveon Clowney.
Only one member of last year’s staff
was retained: offensive line coach Shawn
Elliott. Elliott served as the interim
head coach for part of 2015, leading the
team to a 1-5 record, but keeping the
Gamecocks competitive in every game,
including narrow losses to Florida and
Clemson.
Muschamp fou nd anot her g reat
recruiter in wide receivers coach Bryan
McClendon, who was na med 247
Sports Recruiter of the Year in 2014.
McClendon has been the recruiting
coordinator for Georgia for the last two
seasons, bringing in a top-10 class in
2015.
As Muschamp learned at Florida,
assistant coaching hires can make or
break a team’s success. The new head
man seems to have assembled a strong
staff for the Gamecocks with strong
recruiters and solid position coaches.

KURT ROPER

HEAD COACH
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OTHER
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DEFENSIVE ASSISTANT

ELLIS JOHNSON

DEFENSIVE COORDINATOR

TRAVARIS ROBINSON

Courtesy of MCT Campus

OFFENSIVE COORDINATOR

WILL MUSCHAMP

Muschamp is bringing in multiple
assistants from his tenure at Florida,
perhaps none more controversial than
offensive coordinator Kurt Roper. Roper
was a college quarterback at Rice, and

he has been a quarterbacks coach at Ole
Miss, Kentucky, Tennessee, Duke and
Florida, in addition to serving as the
offensive coordinator for the Rebels,
Blue Devils and Gators. Roper spent
2015 serving as an offensive assistant for
the Cleveland Browns staff.

Courtesy of Auburn Athletics

BRYAN MCCLENDON
WIDE RECEIVERS COACH

SHAWN ELLIOTT

OFFENSIVE LINE COACH
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